NORWEGIAN PATROL VESSEL NOW FOR SALE FROM PRIVATE INTEREST:

Built at Mykleburst Mekaniske Verksted, Norway, 1996
63,00 m x 11,50 m x 6,20 m
1,357 GT / 407 NT,
DWT 915 tons on 5.55 m. draft
18ktn, Cruise speed 12-13 knots
Material: Steel
Flag: Norway
Price: NOK 52.000.000 (around 5,6mio Euro)

HULL, DECK AND SUPERSTRUCTURE
Crane: ABAS KDE 30-11M-3,5T SWL
Hydraulic Power pack: HM3 98CCM (3 x 171 l/min. - 280 Bar.)
Capstans, mooring winch, etc.
ACCOMMODATION AND DOMESTIC EQUIPMENT
32 Persons, 12 x 1 Person Cabin, 10 x 2 Person Cabin,
Hospital, Messroom, Dayroom, Office, Gym

MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
3.600Bhp, Wärtsilä, WX8V28B, Newly classed and overhauled!
Propulsion reduction gear: 600 AGC-KP Ulstein
2 Main Generators: TAMD 162 A-A Volvo (each 16.000h)
Steering gear: Ulstein Tennfjord 9M240 6,4kW
Main generator power take off (shaft generator)
Propeller: CPP
Side thruster: Maneuvering thruster, tunnel: 90TV Ulstein
700m³ Fuel
100m³ Fresh water
600m³ Ballast

EQUIPMENT & OTHERS
Class certificate new 2016.04.26
DnV + 1A1, ORO, Ice C, EO, "Supply Vessel"